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Abstract. Sumatran Fault is one of hazard located in Sumatra Island. Southern segment of 
Sumatran fault is one of sources of earthquakes in Lampung Province. Hazard map is used as 
consideration in developing region. The source of hazard comes from stress accumulation of 
crust which can be derived from movement of points in surface. The study of points or 
monitoring bench mark to accommodate more precise fault movement or slip and stress 
accumulation is important for sustainable development in Lampung Province. Tool used for 
analysis is geographic information system especially buffer analysis. Available monitoring 
bench mark is analysed so that each bench mark can be classified based on its contribution of 
fault movement based on distance from segment of current fault. High class bench marks are 
prioritized to be used as survey sites to monitor fault movement. The other analysis is analysis 
to obtain region that lack bench mark to monitor segment of current fault or even discover new 
fault which is branch of segment of current fault. The result of this research is there are four 
high class bench marks. 58.54% of total segments of 164.020 km long Sumatran fault in 
Lampung Province is segments with no monitoring bench marks. Three most possible district 
to build bench mark are Airhitam, Lemong, and Ngambur District. 
1. Introduction 
Sumatran Fault generate many great earthquakes in past shown in Figure 1 [1]. Sixteen great 
earthquakes with magnitude more than 5 was occurred in southern segment of Sumatran Fault in last 
two years [2]. Monitoring of Sumatran Fault is focused on northern segment of Sumatran Fault 
especially after the occurrence of the 2004 Aceh earthquake which triggers activity of Sumatran Fault. 
Southern Segment of Sumatran Fault Monitoring is rarely conducted compared to northern segment 
since slip rate of northern segment is higher [3]. It makes monitoring bench marks around southern 
segment especially in Lampung Province is in low numbers. Fault monitoring bench marks is 
measured using geodetic technique to get coordinate values difference over time that generate fault 
parameters such as slip rate, locking depth, and segmentation [4].  
 
Stress accumulation of crust which can be derived from movement of points or bench marks is source 
of hazard to update earthquake hazard map. Density of monitoring bench marks with proper position 
relative to the fault makes hazard map generated from more detail fault parameter is more precise. 
Hazard map is used as consideration in developing region. The study of points or monitoring bench 
mark to accommodate more precise fault movement or slip and stress accumulation is important for 
sustainable development in Lampung Province. This research will show the analysis of existing bench 
mark density to determine the classification of existing bench mark based on its position relative to 
Sumatran fault and region where lacks bench marks to monitor particular segment of Sumatran Fault. 
 
2. Method 
The process of analysing existing bench marks begins with collecting bench mark coordinated from 
Geospatial Agency of Indonesia and Ministry of Public Works and Housing. There are 14 existing 
bench marks located around southern segment of Sumatran Fault in Lampung Province in three 
regencies: Tanggamus, West Lampung, and West Pesisir which is shown on Figure 2. Those 14 bench 
mark coordinates is shown on Table 1. The coordinate refer to ITRF2008 reference frame and WGS84 
reference ellipsoid. This research process is divided into two processed using those existing bench 
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marks based on the objective of this research: classifying bench marks and determining location 
lacking bench marks. 
 
 
Figure 1. Sumatran Fault [1]  
 
Table 1. Existing bench mark coordinates to monitor southern segment of Sumatran Fault  
 
Bench Mark Name Longitude (o) Latitude (o) 
BM 2 104.67130 -5.51085 
BM 3 104.35752 -5.61762 
BM 4 104.11054 -5.43015 
BM 5 103.94192 -5.16513 
BM 6 104.49392 -4.99969 
CTCN 104.72700 -5.91300 
K601 103.96100 -5.14300 
K602 104.03800 -5.07600 
K603 104.08100 -5.03600 
K604 104.03300 -4.93700 
KRPN 104.81100 -5.59900 
KTJW 104.34000 -5.60000 
NRUI 103.93500 -5.18900 
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CKRI 103.93087 -5.19615 
 
Figure 2. Existing bench mark to monitor southern segment of Sumatran Fault  
 
2.1. Classifying Method 
Bench mark classification is based on its perpendicular distance to Sumatran Fault. Distance threshold 
is determined based on trend change of Sumatran Fault function as follows [5]. 
 
𝒗𝒈𝒔𝒇 =  
𝑽
𝝅
𝐭𝐚𝐧−𝟏(
𝒓
𝑫
)         (1) 
 
Where 𝒗𝒈𝒔𝒇 is point displacement due to fault movement, V is fault slip rate, r is perpendicular 
distance between bench mark and fault, and D is fault locking depth. Sumatran fault is then buffered 
with distance threshold as buffer value. The buffer technique is generally used to reclassify based on 
distance [6]. Bench marks located in buffered area is classified as high class bench marks. 
 
2.2. Determining Method 
The process of determining region which lacks bench mark begins with projecting existing bench 
marks to Sumatran fault, perpendicularly. The process makes each segment of Sumatran Fault have 
number of projected bench marks. Thus, there are segment of Sumatran Fault with no projected bench 
marks. It means those segments lacks monitoring bench marks. The other segment with at least one 
projected bench marks is then classified based on number of projected bench marks. High class 
segment is segment with at least three monitoring bench marks since fault monitoring to obtain fault 
parameter needs at least three bench marks [4]. 
 
3. Discussion 
The results of analysing existing bench marks related to southern segment of Sumatran fault consist of 
analysing the bench mark and analysing region.   
 
3.1. Bench Mark Classification 
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Classification based on perpendicular distance between existing bench marks and Sumatran Fault 
using Sumatran Fault function with certain fault parameter from Alif [7] shown in Figure 3, with slip 
rate is 1.4 cm/yr and locking depth is 16 km.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Sumatran fault slip model [7] 
 
Figure 3 shows the velocity trend changes due to Sumatran fault distance value in 15 kilometres from 
Sumatran fault. It means threshold between bench mark which classified as high class bench marks 
and low class bench marks is in 15 kilometres from Sumatran fault. Bench mark with perpendicular 
distance less than 15 km is classified as high class bench marks, while the other bench marks classified 
as low class bench marks. Separation of those existing bench marks can be seen on Figure 4. High 
class bench marks means those bench marks is in high priority to be used to monitor the fault since the 
distance is closer to fault.  
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Figure 4. Bench mark classification 
 
3.2. Region Analysis 
Classification of segment of Sumatran fault which bench marks monitor is resulted by projecting 
bench mark perpendicularly method. The result is shown on Figure 5. The classification of each 
segment is shown on Figure 6. Red lines are segments with no monitoring bench marks. The length of 
those segments is 96.018 km or 58.54% of total segments with 164.020 km long. The possible location 
to monitor those segments with no monitoring bench marks is shown on Figure 7,   
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Figure 5. Existing bench marks and its projected points on Sumatran fault 
 
Figure 7 shows possible location related to districts in three regencies: Tanggamus, West Lampung, 
and West Pesisir. Based on area percentage of possible location in district, the prioritized district to 
build bench mark is Airhitam, Lemong, and Ngambur. The summary of the area percentage of 
possible location in district is shown on Table 2. 
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Figure 6. Classification of Sumatran fault segment based on number of bench marks projected in it 
 
 
Figure 7. Possible location to monitor segments with no monitoring bench marks 
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Table 2. Summary of the area percentage of possible location in district 
 
District Name District Area (ha) Possible Area (ha) Percentage (%) 
Airhitam 10812.40 10352.68 95.75% 
Lemong 46857.63 43361.11 92.54% 
Ngambur 33138.12 29897.22 90.22% 
Kebuntebu 6154.90 5501.45 89.38% 
Gedungsurian 7696.22 6681.58 86.82% 
Bandarnegerisemuong 6498.13 5418.97 83.39% 
Pesisir Selatan 46374.50 33200.28 71.59% 
Krui Selatan 3316.35 2315.06 69.81% 
Ulubelu 98486.47 68110.34 69.16% 
Bandarnegerisuoh 26723.34 18435.82 68.99% 
Suoh 15021.51 10119.02 67.36% 
Sumberjaya 13043.82 8627.74 66.14% 
Pesisir Tengah 13492.32 8769.51 65.00% 
Pulaupisang 147.93 87.16 58.92% 
Waytenong 12969.40 7311.76 56.38% 
Belalau 9390.84 5252.20 55.93% 
Batuketulis 18201.43 9728.82 53.45% 
Airnaningan 14610.80 7132.56 48.82% 
Batubrak 19929.02 9396.08 47.15% 
Pesisir Utara 13524.67 5634.43 41.66% 
Karyapenggawa 21020.82 8350.02 39.72% 
Bengkunat 23329.53 8523.65 36.54% 
Sukau 14610.25 5302.64 36.29% 
Balikbukit 15940.80 5239.38 32.87% 
Semaka 10497.42 2918.06 27.80% 
Lumbokseminung 10829.81 2992.13 27.63% 
Pagardewa 19770.98 4430.30 22.41% 
Waykrui 3846.24 570.94 14.84% 
Pulaupanggung 11139.87 1372.32 12.32% 
Sekincau 11508.50 729.94 6.34% 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The classification of bench mark and region where lack bench marks to monitor particular segment of 
Sumatran Fault are analysed based on existing bench mark density. There are four high class bench 
marks and 10 low class bench marks. 58.54% of total segments of 164.020 km long Sumatran fault in 
Lampung Province is segments with no monitoring bench marks. Three most possible district to build 
bench mark are Airhitam, Lemong, and Ngambur. High class bench marks means those bench marks 
is in high priority to be used to monitor the fault since the distance is close to fault. The most possible 
district means the district is lack of bench mark and its projected location perpendicularly to the fault 
is on segment with no monitoring bench mark. Building bench mark to monitor each segment of 
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southern segment of Sumatran fault with geodetic technique is important to get more fault parameter 
or even discover new segmentation.  
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